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              Optimal Power Change of a Reactor with

                        Constrained State Space

                             Yuichi OGAwA

                            Tadashi AKIMOTO

                                  Abstract

    The time optimum control of a reactor system in which the internal feedback
and the delayed neutrons are considered and the state space js constrained is obtained

in two modes of the control. One is the control which transT"ers the system from
the lnitial equilibrium state to the objecting equilibrium state in miniinum time, and

the other is the control which raises the reactor power to the objecting level as
quickly as possible to follow the load change rapidly.

    In the former mode of the control, the contro}lability of the nonlinear system
is rigorously satisfied if the delayed neutrons are ignored, and even if the delayed

neutrons are considered we can control the system optimally from a practical point
of view.

    In the latter mode of the control, we must apply a control after the objecting

power level is reached in order to bring the system to the final equilibrium state
keeping the power level constant.

    It depends on the role of the reactor as to which mode of control should be
employed.

                              1. Introdiuetion

    It is desirable that in nuclear reactors which are to be used for electric power

generation or for propulsion purposes, the starting-up or the level change of power

should be carried out as quick as possible. The time optimum control of the nuclear
reactor has already been treated by some previous investigatorsi),2),3)4)'5),6),7),8). Moller,

for instance, obtained the time optimum control of a nuclear reactor in which the
rate of insertion or withdrawal of the externally applied reactivity was consldered

as a control parameter and the amount of the reactivity was constrained within some

limits of value. In his study the effect of the delayed neutrons was neglected to

facilitate easy analysls. Monta, employing the approximation of the prompt jump
and the equivalent one group of delayed neutrons, obtained a time optimum control
of a reactor in which the variational speed of the control rod, the amount of the
reactivity and the overshoot of reactor power were constrained withill some limits
of values. In spite of the existence of these remarkable studies, it seems that there

are hardly any reports concerning the optimum control of a reactor in which the
feedback effect is considered and both the amount and rate of change of the external

reactivity are constrained within some limits of values.

    This paper intends to obtain the time optimum control of the above mentioned
reactor in the fol!owing two control modes.
    (i) The control which transfers the state from initial equilibrium point to
objecting equi!ibrium point in a time optimum manner.
    We designate this mode of control as "Control of mode A".
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    (ii) The control in which only the output of the reactor is required to be
changed as quicl< as possible, although the delayed neutrons have not yet reached
the final equilibrium state. In this mode of control 2t should be necessary to bring

the system under control even after the objecting output is reached in order to
transfer the system to the final equilibrium state. We designate this mode of control

as "Control of mode B".

                           Z. Dynamie Equations

    Taking into account the effects of feedback and the delayed neutrons which
are approximated by equivalent one group, the reactor dynamic equations are

         `l:'it) = P(t)IH I3 n(t)+Rc(t) (a)

         ddtr(,t) =-e.(t)-2.(t) (b) (1)
        P(e-P.(t)-I7>z(t), (c) j
wheTe n is the thermal output, c the delayed neutron precursors concentration, P
the reactivity, l the prompt neutron generating time, P the fractional yield of the

delayed neutrons, R the decay constant of the delayed neutron precursor, P. the
externally applied reactivity, F the coefllcient for the internal feedback.

    Defining the rate of insertion or withdrawal of the externally applied reactivity

as a control parameter z{, we have

         clP2i t) =,, (t). (2)
    The problem is to obtain the optimum control uO that will transfer the system

from some steady power level ni to another power level nr in a minimum time
under the following constraints

        rcgp.gr, ip.lgrp. (3)
    We now transform the system (1), (2) by the following new variables which
are obtained as the result of normalizing the state variables n, c, P. by the respective

va}ues n.s, c.s, P.i which correspond to the state variables of the initial equilibrium

point L,

        x,(a-n(t), .,(t)=. c(t), .,(t)=, Pc(t). (4)
                ni C.s Pc,r
Then we obtain the following state equations

         da = pcz xlx3- pce･ x?-axl+ax2

                 ll                                  ll         dt

         Cin]2 =2x,-2x, (5)
          dt

         dlv, 1
             =u                     ,          dt Pca

where the relation p.,=.P)z,, which is clearly obtained from Eq. (1)-(c), is used.

In system (5), the constraint equation (2) becomes
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         rc f{{x,f{ r, ]ni,IK rp. (6)
         Pci Pci Pca
                           3. 0ptimum Control

  3.1. `℃ontrol of Mode A"
    We obtain the control whitch transfers the system from initial equilibrium point

L(na, ci, P.i) to objecting equilibrium point ??(7i,, cf, pof) in minimum time, under

the fulfillment of the following inequality constraints

        s(ac) -= x,-r :E{g o, (7)
                   P.i

gyehaeitrewlthe. aSSUMe that nf is larger than ni aild only the nonoscillatory system is

    As the state variable is constrained, the optimum control usually consisted from

the following three segments (Fig. 1).

                       z BzzFbi
                                   Se9, I

                       seg･f
                                              seg. m

                        x

              Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the state

                        Seg. I, III (Interior Segment)
                        Seg.II (BoundarySegment)

    Segment I : From point 4 to point R, where
                 surface S=O.
    Segment II: From point .l% to Pb where the
                 S=o.
    Segment III: From point PZ to Point Pf.

We assume that at time t. the state just arrives at point

POintAas We are dealing with the mimimum time problem,

pressedas ･
        J -= S:1dt,

and we obtain the Hamiltonian of system (5)

        H(x,pu, ze) = 1 +.p･th

                 ==1+pl( Pie- xlx3- Plci xr-exl+-x2

                    +P,(2x,-2c,)+lt,, 1 u.

                                    Pca

    Because in order to have the system on the segment

s--o

s<o

 vector history.

s<o
s=o

 the. state just arrives at the

state just leaves the surface

   .l'1, and at time h it leaves

     the cost function is ex-

                   (8)

e)
                   (9)

     II, the values of S and
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                                                             '
all the derivatives of S must be zero, we apply the condition at the starting point

of segment II.
    Since the first one to contain z{ explicit!y is the first derivative of S

        S(i) .. al,= U, (10)                   pnd

the control which should be app!ied on the segment II is obtained from the con-
dition S(i)=O as

  Next, considering the constraint equation

                 K)ci
  w6 obtain the following performance index

        bZ7-pt [x,(t,,)- i,]+S:' [H-t9.,p,.T,] dt, (13)

where p is a Lagrange multiplier.
    Applying the variational technique to Eq. (13), it was found that at points .ll,

and ?b the following corner conditions must be satisfied.

    at point P.

        H(ta4) = H(ta-)

        .1>i(ta+)=Pi(t}i-)
                                                                   (14)
        1'2(ta+)=P2(ta-)

        P3(ta+)=i::lb3(ta-)-pt,

    at point PZ

        H(t,.) ::= H(t,-)

        Pi(%+) =: Pi(%-)
                                                                   (15)
        P2(tb+)=IS)2(tb-)

        P3(4 .) :==: P,(4 -) ･

We also obtained the following costate equations of the system on the segment I
and III (interior segment).

         fZltli -- OoH., -- Pi･i x,p,+ 2:ci x,p,+ Pl p,-2p, '

         cip,- aH- p        rmd-t -- ax, --IPi+ip2 (16)
         cip3- aH- P.i
         dt -- 6x, N- l XiPi･

    On the segment II (boundary segment), we obtain the following costate equation
in the vector notation

        fo -=;- gH,. + O,". (O,S,?' )-i O,S.(L', (i6)･
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but the value OS(i)10x is evidently zero from Eq. (10), the costate equation (16)'

becomes exactly the same as Eq. (16).
    The optimum control which must be applied on the segment II is already
obtained by means of the application of the Pontryagin's Maximum Principle to the
Hamiltonian (9). We obtain the following optimum control,

    :t,liS,ttme.n:isi,,',"k･ilueOr,.Si.gllll:,lt' l (i7)

        uo == o. J
                                   xif

                      JX}i
                                   Xl                     ;lrl

                      rr                                  Flri                     G,
                                   IZIf '

                      :t}i                     x}, Xk

                             tc t{

                         't 't
                            (a) Cb)
                             Fig. 2. Cotrol patten.
                 (a): the cace in which Seg. II is fiot

                     optlmum traJectory.
                 (b): the cace in which Seg. II is '
                     optlmum trajectory.

    As shown in Fig. 2, there are two patterns of
case in which the change of the sign of control is

the boundary surface S=O, and hence the segment II
trajectry, and the other stands for the case in which

It depends on the amount of the change of the
control patterns should be applled.

    In order to obtain the optimum control and
unknown time tb(t.) must be known, and which may
procedure. We first solve the equation (5) under the

time interval Ogtgt,(O:{:tS4) assuming the ''
the system for the time interval t,s{gtgig(t.gtS4)

negative value of p3. Next from the condition
derivatives of the obtained two solutions must be
tb(4,), we can obtain the unknown time tb(t.). The

the optimum trajectory.

     C? tee

    existent in the

   existent in the

      control. One stands for the
   necessary before the state reaches

      does not exist in the optimum
     the boundary segment II exists.

  reactor power as to which of the

      corresponding trajectory, the
       be obtained by the following
       optimum control (17) for the

posmve value of p3 and then solve
   with time reversed, assuming the
  that the state variables and their

     respectively equal at the time
     obtained time enables us to get
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    From the application of the continuity of the state variables and the corner
conditions (14), (15), we get

        lb3(ta-)==O, IS'3(tb+)==lf'3(tb-)=O･ (18)
Solving the costate system (16) under the boundary values (18), we get the costate

value from which we can confirm the validity of the assumption given for the sign
Of P3･

    (a) System in which the de!ayed neutrons are ignored for this system, elimi-
nating the terms which contain x2 we obtaln the following state equations

         CltCl Pci Pci2                                              (a)             = XIX3-                            Xl         dt                ll
                                                                   (19)
         Cin;3 ...1,,. (b)
         dt P.i
    (i) lf{gtf{{t. Assuming P3 is positive and substituting Eq. (17)-(a) into Eq.
(19)-(b), we integrate Eq. (19)-(b) and obtain

             Pcn.'

    Next, substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (19)-(a), we obtain

         ddXti= Pl"';(prp.,. t+1)xi--P2i c?･ (21)

    Eq. (21) can be transformed to the following linear differential equation by the

introduction of the new variables 2yi=11xi

         fEItli + eie' (p℃,, t+1)z,, =-: Pi-i. (22)

    The solution of Eq. (2d) is easily obtained as

        ,,,=.-Sgre""`Z"[s:2(t,).Sg'R`t'"ftt"dt,+K], (23)

where

        R(t) === Pl"i(prp.,, t+1) (a)

                                                                   (24)

        9(t) =: Pii. (b) ,
lowinlgn rElqa'ti(o2n3s)' We get K=1 because z'i=11xi,=1 at t=o, and also get the fol-

      S:R(t')dt'-S: Pi;' ( prp., t'+1)dt'- 2rpl t2+ Pl"e t, (a)

      j:2(t,).Sg'n(`'"`t`"dt,= pi.･; ...p(-2plrpt)j:..p[2ni (t,+ pii)2]dt,. (b) (25)

    Introduclng the new parameter
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        L(t)= Pl"i exp(- 2Pl2i7'i)Siexp[ 2rpl (t'+ Pih; )2]dt', (26)

Eq. (23) is reduced to

        vi=exp[-(2rpi t2+ Pit t)l･[i+L(t)], (27)

fTom which a;i is obtained as

        ,,,(t) =. eXP( 2rpl t2+ Pi"" t). (2s)

                    1+4(e

    We can get the time at which the system transfers from the interior segment
I to the boundary segment II, namely t,,, letting the value of c3 be equal to r/P.e

in Eq. (20)

               rp

    (ii) t.Stgtb In this interval the state must be on the boundary surface.
Then we obtain

             tOci

    Substituting Eq. (30) into Eq. (19)-(a), we integrate Eq. (19)-(a) by the same

procedure employed in (i) and obtain

        xi(`)= p,ct ..,(fetX･)P,`1 +l ll. exp(rl;-t.)' (3i)

    where xi,, is the value of xi at time t,, and is obtained from Eq. (28).

    (iii) #bfE{lts{l& The expression of Eq. (19) with time reversed is

         dei2;(T) r:- Pl"e' jlii(T)te3(T)+ K)ii-lffi(T)2 (a)

                                                                      (32)
         du,(T)- 1                 - zz(T), (b)          dr - to.i

where T is given by

    Assuming the negative value of p3 for this interval and substituting Eq. (17)-
(a) into Eq. (32), we integrate Eq. (32) and obtain

        II},(T)= )7 T+Lc,f (34)
                tO.i

        lv,(.)= Cif eXP[-(12-'71i2(.Il K'ie C3fT)], (3s)

where
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        MJ2(T)=PiiJtrifexp(PS"'fg')jlexp[-2Zl}(T'+Pc"`U3f)2jckt', (36)

                                       '  and xh x3f are the objecting values.
    Ne>:t, the unknown time tb and 4･ must be known. From Eq. (34) we obtain
the time Tb at which the system transfers from the interior segment III to the
boundary segment II with time reversed, letting the value of hi3 be equal to r!P.,i

        r,= r-PciX3f. (37)
                q
    Substituting Eq. (37) into Eq. (35) we obtain

        ,,,,(.,).,., JCif eXP[M(i'7il-Tl,;.,)`'l" Ji]3f Tb)] (3s)

    It is clear that at time t, (hence T,) the value of x,(h) given in Eq. (31) must

be equal to the value of i',(T,) given in Eq. (38). We can obtain the unknown time

tb from the above condition. We also obtain the unknown time tf as

        t) =T- t,+T,. (39)
    Hence we obtain the time advanced solution of the system in this lnterval as

            - Xif'eXP[-(2rpl･(e-t)2+ Pii x,f(4-t)l]

        Xl(t)
                              1-Ih(t)                                                                   (40)
                                                      `

        t3(t) == ll.,. '(cf-t)+c3f, )

Where
        4(t)==-g?-l"'i'x,,･exp(P:'ilfgf)Si'exp[-2rpl(t,+PcziX3f)2]dt,. (4o

    In Fig. 3 a numerical example is shown. In this example the externally applied
reactivity is constrained to be less than ten times of the initial reactivity and the

objecting power Ievel is set at nine times the initial value.

    (b) System in which the delayed neutrons are coRsideredi The optimum control
of this system is obtained as a bang-bang control, but it is considered to be extremely

dithcult in this system to obtain the optimum time of the control change and also
the optimum trajectory analytically as was readily done in the previous system.

    It is considered that in the problem of the two point boundary value of the
nonlinear system, the controllability of the system is not usually satisfied, and this

fact is found to be true for our reactor system just considered from the observation

of the results of the caluculations. An example of the caluculations is shown in
Fig. 4. In this diagram, the deviations of the variables xi and x2 from the ob-
jecting values are shown. If the time of the control change t, is selected suitably,

the three variables xi, c2, and x3 can reach the respective values which are quite

close to the objecting values at the time 4. Frorn the results of many calculations
we can conclude that even if the controllability is not satisfied in a strict sense of

the word for the system in which the delayed neutrons are considered, we can bring
the system into a point located in a manifold, where all the points existing are very
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close to the final equilibrium point and which can be regarded as the equilibrium
point itself from a practical point of view. In Fig. 5 an numerical example is shown.

In this example, the externally applied reactivity is constrained to be less than 40

cent (ten times larger than the initial reactivity) and the amount of the objecting

power is taken to be free. It was found that in the course of the calculation with

time reversed, quite large errors tended to appear, so the calculation was carried

out by trial and error with time advanced.

    In a case in which the devlations of the state values from the objecting ones

nc%r},q,ei
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n
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       NNx
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Fig. 6.

         2468
            - tsec
Amandment of the trejectory near the final period of

time by using a Bang-Bang control to bring the system

in the final equilibrium state.

    I=10"3sec, P=O.O065, 2=O.08 secfii,

    rp =4, r=:o.o26, p.i=:o,oo26.
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are large to some degree, we can bring the system to the equllibriurn state relatively

easily by applying a bang-bang control near the final period of time which is charac-

terized by the short interval between the change of the control. This type of control

is calculated and shown in Fig. 6.

    As may be seen in Fig. 5, we raise the reactor power xi temporarily over the
objecting value and then drop it to the objecting power level. This operation enables

the density of the delayed neutron precursor to rise quickly and we can transfer
the system to the final equilibrium state very rapidly.

    If the coethcient of the internal feedback is large, the response of the system

generally becomes slow, and then we must relieve the constraint applied to the
external reactivity to some degree.

  3.2 "Control of Mode B"

    In the "Control of Mode A" no control is necessary after the system has reached

the final objecting power. But if the reactor is required to follow the load change

rapidly, we must be interested only in the behaviour of the reactor poweT a:i for
the present, and after the objecting reactor power is achieved we pay attention to

the state of the density of the delayed neutron precursor x2.

    Under these circumstances, we raise the reactor power as quickly as possible
until the objecting level is reached under the existence of the constraint condition,

and after that achievement, we apply a controi which bring the system to the final
equilibrium state keeping the power level constant. The control is obtained analyti-

cally by the following procedure.

    We assume that the objecting power level is reached at time 4i and at the
time the values of the state varial)les xi and x2 are xia and x2a respectively. Because

the rate of the change of power Xi must be zero at the time which is larger than
4i, Eq. (5) is reduced to

         fillltiii-o-K'2'`c,.c,-Pi"'ix?,,-flvi,,+iilc, (a)

                                                                      (42)
         d E,
             =2x,,, -1 c,. (b)         dt

    Solving Eq. (42)-(b) under the condition that x, has the value of x2,i at time

4i, we obtain

         C2= Cl,l+(Ju2,t-xld)e-2(tMtrt). (43)
Substituting Eq. (43) into Eq. (42)-(a) we obtain the solution of Eq. (42)-(a) as

         tt         v3=jcia+ t[tlll, (i- IIiifl)eHA(`mtri)･ (44)

    Next differentiating Eq. (44) with time we obtain

         {iltll3 = sZ).e, =- tio3.i, (i- III:::)e-a(tntrt), (4s)

and the required control is obtained as

        z{ ==-Pl (1- ll:i:i,)e-2(t"td). (46)

    As was be clearly notic'ed from Eq. (43) and (44), the system gradually reaches
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                      '
the final equilibrium state exponentially with the time constant 112.

    A numerical example is shown in Fig. 7.

                              4. Conclusions

    In this paper the time optimum control of a reactor system ln which the internal

feedback and the delayed neutrons are considered and the state space is constrained

was obtained in two modes of the control. One is the control which transfers the
system from the initial equilibrium state to the objecting equilibrium state in minimurn

time and the other is the control which raises the reactor power to the objecting
level as quickly as possible to follow the load change rapidly.

    In the former mode of control, the controllability of the nonlinear system is
rigorously satisfied if the delayed neutrons are ignored, and even if the delayed
neutrons are considered, we can control the system from a practical point of view.

    In the latter mode of the control, we must apply a controi after the objecting

power level is reached in order to bring the system to the final equilibrium state

keeping the power level constant.

    It would depend on the role of the reactor as to which mode of the control
should be employed. If we are interested in the reactor operated in a electrical
network, we employ either of the two modes of the control independently or use
both of them jointly according to the part of the reactor in the electrical grid,
namely the base load supplier or the load change follower.

    As the internal feedback effect is considered in our discussion there would be

no necessity of the application of the negative reactivity near the final period of

time, which has been proposed by Moon in his reactor mode15).
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